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ABSTRACT

With submiilimeter size and optical Q up to ~ 10 _°, microspheres with whispering-gallery (WG) modes are attractive new

component for fiber-optics/photonics applications and a potential core in ultra-compact high-spectral-purity optical and
microwave oscillators. In addition to earlier demonstrated optical locking of diode laser to WG mode in a microsphere, we

report on microsphere application in the microwave optoelectronic oscillator, OEO. In OEO, a steady-state microwave
modulation of optical carrier is obtained in a closed loop including electro-optical modulator, fiber-optic delay, detector and

microwave amplifier. OEO demonstrates exceptionally low phase noise (-140 dBc/Hz at 10kHz from -10GHz carder) with a
fiber length -2kin. Current technology allows to put all parts of the OEO, except the fiber, on the same chip. Microspheres,

with their demonstrated Q equivalent to a kilometer fiber storage, can replace fiber delays in a truly integrated device. We

have obtained microwave oscillation in microsphere-based OEO at 5 to 18 GHz, with 1310nm and 1550nm optical carrier, in
two configurations: 1)with external DFB pump laser, and 2)with a ring laser including microsphere and a fiber optic-

amplifier. Also reported is a simple and efficient fiber coupler for microspheres facilitating their integration with existing
fiber optics devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-Q optical microsphere resonators with whispering-gallery (WG) modes [1-3], thereafter microspheres, have attracted
growing interest in experimental cavity-QED [4-6], microlasers [7-9], measurement science and other photonics applications

[ 10,111. Following ex'tensive research of Mie resonances in microdroplets of aerosols [ 12], current studies focus mostly on
the properties and applications of laboratory-fabricated solid-state microspheres with highly confined WG modes. For
diameter of the sphere exceeding a few tens of free-space wavelengths, curvature-related losses become negligible, resulting
in radiative quality-factors Q_ -I02° and larger. Scattering losses on residual surface inhomogeneities can also be made

small enough so that the quality-factor as high as Q---10 t°, limited only by intrinsic attenuation, can be obtained in high-purity

fused silica microspheres in the visible and near-infrared band [13,14]. Typical diameter of the spheres is in the order of

hundreds of microns. Based on this, very high quality-factor Q > 1011 can be expected in the fiber optics comminication band

1.3 -1.55rtm that coincides with the minimum of attenuation in silica waveguides.

The unique combination of high Q and submillimeter dimensions makes microspheres an attractive and novel building block

for fiber optics and photonics devices. Aside from the obvious apllication such as in compact narrow-band optical filters and
spectrum ,'malyzers. microspheres can be a basis for variety of sensors that employ the sensitivit?/' of whispering-gallery mode

frequencies and Q to variations of temperature, applied stress, or parameters of the ambient medium, which is exposed to the
modes' evanescent field.

In this paper, we focus on the microsphere application for the realization of compact high-coherence oscillators in optical and

microwave band. As shown earlier [ 15], the intrinsic feedback mechanism in microspheres (intracavity backscattering) can be
used for simple optical locking of the diode lasers, and the possibility of creation of ultra-compact sub-kHz linewidth laser

source is already demonstrated. High-Q microsphercs c:m bc as well a basis for averv small-size high-spectral purity
photomc microwave source as they replace kilomcter-long fiber-optic delays in the Opto-Electronic Oscillator 1161 (OEO).
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2. THE QUALITY-FACTOR AND SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

High quality-factor is the basis for the interest in most of the suggested applications of microspheres, since it is the parameter
which defines the resolution in the spectroscopy, filtering and sensors, and is capable of lowering the threshold in microlasers
and suppression of phase and frequency noises in microsphere-based oscillators. Microspheres as dielectric cavities are
compact alternatives to high-finesse Fabry-Perot (FP) optical cavities comprising of two high-reflectivity mirrors. In contrast
to FP cavities where the Q scales down proportionally with the decreasing mirror separation, microspheres have their Q
ultimately limited by the fundamental attenuation in the material, as other mechanisms of dissipation can be eliminated in the
spheres of submillimeter size. In FP cavities, even if the separation between ultra-high finesse mirrors is small, they have to
remain relatively large to prevent the increase of diffraction losses.

As earlier reported, quality-factor of WG modes is determined by several loss factors:

Q-' : Q,-o_ +Qf, +Q[ot., +0-'

-I

where Q,_ denotes intrinsic radiative losses; Q,.,- scattering losses on residual surface inhomogeneities; Q_o_,, -losses

introduced by surface contaminants, and Q -' - material losses.
mat

0 -t vanishes exponentially with increasing size so that it can be neglected for 19/2 > 50 (D is microsphere diameter. 2rad --

wavelength). Q_l can be dominant for intermediate-size spheres:

O_ s - 2"D _ 7.5 × 109 D[/zrn]
- 2zr-'cr'-B 100

where n - refraction index; _and B - the rms size and correlation length of surface inhomogeneities. This estimate relies on

parameters of silica and the reported cr= 0.3nm and B=3nm for glass surfaces and indicates that Qfs << lxlO -_° may be

expected only in relatively "large" spheres D > > 100p.m. In the absence of contaminants, therefore, the Q of "large" spheres

may reach the limit defined by material losses Qff,,t. optical attenuation in fused silica, investigated intensely in the context

of fiber transmission optimization, at 633am is a _>7riB/kin (5rib is bulk Rayleigh scattering and 2dB is absorption).
Therefore the principal limit for microsphere Q at 633nm is

Q,,,at - 2nn < 0.9 x 10 l°.
a2

Indeed, in the experiments in the visible and near infrared band, based on the measurement of the ringdown time x of free

oscillations, Q = (0.6...0.8)×101° has been obtained in micropsheres of diameter 600 to 800_tm [13,14]. (The

corresponding fingdown (energy storage) times were from about x = 3...4 laS,equivalent to about 0.8km long fiber delay.) It
was proved, however, that under conditions of normal atmospheric humidity,, the quality-factor of the spheres is subject to

deterioration within several-minute scale, down to the value of (I... 3 )× 109. The responsible mechanism was identified as

adsorption of a monolayer of atmospheric water, so that preservation of the ultimate Q requires manipulation in dry
environment, or fast packaging into sealed devices. Larger Q can be expected closer to minimum of attenuation in fused silica

a =0.2riB/kin; O -l > lxl0 jt at 2=1.551.tm. with corresponding energy storage time • ~ 0.1ms. We are currently

conducting experiments to determine whether this high Q can be realized experimentally. The difficulty evidently is that OH-
related optical absorption, responsible for environmental deterioration of microsphere Q, has its peaks located near the
reported minimum of attenuation in silica. We can also mention here that some of prospective fiber materials, although not
ready for fiber drawing, have been predicted to have smaller attenuation than fused silica (sodium-nulgnesium silicate glass.

a = 0.06dB/km [17]). and may be suitable for microsphcre fabrication.



It is worth emphasizing here that even easily achievable O= 10s... 10 9 in silica microspheres is many orders of magnitude
higher that the quality-factor of present-day planar microfabricated cavities (rings and disks) [18], which offers a new domain

of opportunities for the creation of ultra-compact filters, sensors and high-coherence oscillators.

The spectrum of WG modes in microspheres is significantly more complicated compared to that of FP cavities and single-
mode waveguide rings. In ideal spheres, as known from early analyses [191, the spectrum can be described by TE(TIv0b,,q

modes, rn = ± !..... 0, which are degenerate with respect to the index m and form several superimposed quasi-equidistant

grids defined by successive integer numbers of wavelengths packed along the circumference of the sphere and _12. Here D

is the diameter of the sphere; n is the refraction index of the material, and 3. is the free-space wavelength. The "fundamental"

free spectral range, associated with successive l. is FSR=0.2... ITHz for D = 100-500p.m. Index q accounts for the number of
mode field variations along the radial extent of the mode. Index m defines the number of mode field maxima in "meridional"

direction, which is equal to II-ml+l. The term "whispering-gallery" modes is normally referred to those confined near the

surface q--l, in a narrow band surrounding the sphere "equator" (l-m) << 1.

The real cavities are slightly elliptical, and the ellipticity lifts the degeneracy versus m index. Each of the TE(TM)t,,,

resonances with given 1, q is split into 1+1, corresponding to individual Iml and separated by "small" FSR _ (c./aDn)(m_2/I);

where 6is the eccentricity of the cavity [20]. The value of smaU FSR in laboratory made microspheres (formed by fusion of

silica fiber preforms) is typically between 1 and 10GI-Iz; for a F - (1... 3)x 10:, and D = 100-500_tm

Despite the fact that one might expect a huge number of modes observable in the microsphere spectra, spacial selection
provided by mode-matched coupling allows to excite a limited number of modes with selected q, I and polarization, near a-

given wavelength [21].
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Fig l. A whispering-gallery mode spectrum of a fused silica microsphere and its modification upon PZT-assisted axtal

compression (mechanical tuning) [22]. Diameter 160t.u'n, eccentricity gr _ 2.6 × 10z, wavelength k=g07nm, 1=900; "small'"
FSR=5.3GHz. Lower curve is the tYinges of low-finesse calibration FP intert_rometer. Coupling setup addresses the /'Mu,,t
modes; m _ 1-20; unloaded Q of the tunable sphere Q - l × IOs

A typical spectrum of fused silica microsphere cavity observed upon frequency scanning of a probe laser, and its

modification upon mechanical tuning via PZT-assisted a.,dal compression of the sphere [221 is given in Fig. 1.

Relatively large actual FSR in microspheres within the microwave band. simplifies mode selection in laser locking

application of microspheres, and can act as a direct frequency, reference for a microsphere-bascd optoelectronic microwave
oscillator.



3. NEAR-FIELD COUPLERS: EFFICIENCY AND OPTIMIZATION. A SIMPLE FIBER-OPTIC

COUPLER FOR MICROSPHERES

As already mentioned above, WG modes possess ,,extremely small radiative losses, are confined to the interior of the

microsphere and cannot be excited by free-space beams. If no modification (such as grating) is made on the sphere surface,

the coupling has to be provided by the appropriate near-field devices. Presently, in addition to the well-known prism coupler
with frustrated total internal reflection [1-3,21 ], demonstrated coupler devices include sidepolished fiber coupler [ 11,23] and

fiber taper [24]. The principle of all these devices is based on providing efficient energy, transfer to the circular total-internal-
reflection-guided wave in the resonator (representing the WG mode) through the evanescent field of a guided wave or a TIR

spot in the coupler. Reasonable coupling efficiency has been demonstrated with three Dpes of devices (up to few tens of

percents of input beam energy absorbed in a mode at resonance). A systematic theoretical approach has been recently
developed to quantify the performance of coupler devices for WG modes [25]. Efficient coupling maybe expected upon
fulfillment of two main conditions: l)mode matching and 2)sufficient coupling strength to provide the buildup of a WG mode

with a given intrinsic losses. The first condition can be expressed as follows:

r - (r._/TB_ --) L

Here Fis the mode matching coefficient; vector T/T describes the normalized distribution of modes which are excited by the

micro.sphere in the coupler, and B_/ff" describes the modal content of the input wave propagating in the coupler. Both T/'/"
and B"/B" may contain guided modes of the coupler device, or free-space modes, such as focused Ganssian beams in the

prism, and also idle (leaky or cladding) modes in the fiber.

The second condition of efficient coupling is best quantified by introducing the coupling quality-factor Q,. to account for the

additional energy escape from the microsphere mode through the coupler. If the coupling efficiency is characterized by the

fractional depth K 2 of the resonance dip in the transmitted intensity observed upon varying the frequency of the exciting wave

in the coupler, then it can be expressed in the following way through Qc and the intrinsic quality-factor of the mode Qo:

K e = 4 Qo Qef / (Qo +Q_): ;

The resonance width of the observed resonance will be defined by the loaded qualiD'-factor QL = (Qo J +QS) t-

With complete mode matching F=I, the critical coupling K: = 1 (or 100% absorption of the input wave in resonance) is

possible when Q¢ can be made equal or smaller than Qo. Near-exponential decay of the evanescent wave makes the coupling
losses a function of the gap d between' the sphere and the coupler. If Q_(0) is smaller than Qo, one can always decrease the

coupling by increasing the gap, to achieve critical coupling at Qc(d) = Qo.

(a) Microsphcre (b)
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Fig.2. A simple direct fiber coupler tbr WG modes in nucrosphcrcs a)schcmatic;
b)closc-up of a silica rnicrosphcre (dimnctcr 4701am) _ith tx_o ,ingle-polished fil'x:r couplers



Prospects for microsphere applications have suffered from the lack of simple and compact coupler devices compatible with

modem fiber.optic hardware. Although proved to be most flexible and versatile, the prism coupler, is bulky and requires
collimation and focusing optics to work with optical fiber. The previously reported attempts to directly couple a microsphere
to an optical fiber had limited efficiency due to remaining phase mismatch (side-polished bent fiber coupler [23]), or still

considerable size including few-cm core-to-cladding transformers (tapered monomode fiber coupler [24]). Here, we report a

new and simple method of direct fiber coupling to high-Q WG modes in microsphere, which in essense is a hybrid of
waveguide and prism coupler.

Schematic of the new coupler and a close-up of an actual setup with microsphere and two couplers is shown in Fig.2.

The tip of a cleaved single-mode fiber is angle-polished under steep angle. Upon incidence on the angled surface, the light

propagating inside the fiber core undergoes total internal reflection and escapes the fiber. With the sphere positioned in the
range of the evanescent field from the core area, the configuration provides efficient energy exchange in resonance between

the waveguide mode of single-mode fiber and the whispering-gallery mode in the sphere. The angle of the polish is chosen to

secure the phase matching requirement: @ =arcsin(nvh,,,/np_,). Here n_b,, stands for the effective refraction index to describe
the guided wave in the fiber core mmcation area, and n,_,,,., stands for the effective refraction index to describe azimuthal
propagation of WG modes (considered as closed waves undergoing total internal reflection in the sphere). Since the linear

dimensions of the angle-cut core area match well the area of evanescent field overlap, the new system is equivalent to a prism
coupler with eliminated collimation/focusing optics. The effective refraction index to describe the azimuthal propagation of
WG modes near the surface of the sphere can be calculated, for example, on the basis of asympthotic ex'pressions [26] for

WG mode frequencies a_q, where n_,_, = 2cl/D_q.
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Fig.3. Characterization of the coupling efficiency of angle-polished fiber coupler assembly with fused silica microsphere.
The slope of the upper curve is due to variation of the probe 131Ohm DFB laser power upon tumng

For the microsphere with diameter D=470mm at the wavelength 2=13 LOam (effective index n,ph,,, = 1.426 for TE_,,_ modes),

and the SMF-28 fiber we used (n_b,, =1.4625), the optimal angle was @ = 77.6 °. Presented in Fig.3 are the experimental
results characterizing the performance of the new coupler (unloaded quality-factor of the sphere in this experiment was

Qo = I. Ix 10s). The two curves present l)the intensity of the wave escaping the input coupler tip and 2)intensity of the light
fed through into the output coupler, upon frequency tuning of the probe DFB laser.

As seen in Fig.3, efficiency of the new angle-polished fiber coupler (over 60% power insertion in the mode) is comparable to
the best previously reported coupler devices (prism and fiber taper). Relativly poor (about 10%) outcoupling efficiency in

our first experiment was due to insufficient flexibility, of the translation stage that provided the coplanar alignment of the two
couplers with respect to the s2,'mmetry plane of residual non-sphericity of the cavity. It is evident, however, that with
improved aligmnent, efficiency of the coupling can be symmetrized, resulting in overall _4dB insertion loss in the system



considered as narrow-band transmission filter. Further optimization of the coupling (to approach 0dB losses - critic,t[
coupling - at resonance) may require additional optimization of the index and/or cross section of the fiber core.

4. OPTICAL LOCKING OF DIODE LASERS

Intrinsic optical feedback mechanism in microspheres (intmcavity backscattering) makes possible a simple method [27] for

optical freqiency locking in semiconductor lasers. As soon as a mode-matching input wave is launched into the coupler
device, it excites a circular wave corresponding to one of two possible directions of light circulation in the microsphere

modes. Due to the predominant residual scattering of light into oppositely-directed WG mode of the same frequency and

configuration, ff the quality-factor of the sphere is high enough, an intense counter-propagating wave is excited in the coupler
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Fig.4. Frequency locking of diode laser to high-Q whispering-gallery microsphere resonator (WGMR): a)schematic of the setup;
b)power spectrum of 607MHz beatnote of two lasers locked to orthogonal-polanzation modes in a microsphere. Free-running laser

linewidth-15MHz, loaded Q oft he sphere 5× 10r ; dashed line is the lorentzian fit with natural linewidth parameter 720Hz [27].

and is sent towards the laser. This optical feedback can be easily adjusted by varying the gap between the sphere and the
coupler, and easily causes the frequency pulling effect, which locks the laser frequency at the resonance of the microsphere

mode. In a tabletop experiment, the dramatic decrease of laser linewidth is demonstarted from about 15MHz in free-running

laser, 2=852nm, to under 100kHz, upon frequency locking to a microsphere with the loaded quality-factor Q=Sx 107

(diameter D=350_n). The laser was coupled to a WG mode in a microsphere using separate collimator lens, focusing lens
and a prism for microsphere coupling. The phase of the optical feedback was stabilized by PZT-assisted adjustment of the
free-beam path. With two separate diode lasers indpendenfly locked to orthogonal polarization WG modes in the same

microsphere, the beatnote signal was obtained at ---600MHz and analyzed using the RF specrum analyzer. The beatnote

spectrum (Fig.4) contains about 20kHz-wide low-frequency part (originated from phase noise due to incompletely suppressed
free-path fluctuations) and high-frequency wings fitting the Iorentzian profile with 720Hz natural linewidth.

(a)

Fig5 Possible cont]gurations of compact high-coherence diode la.,;,.:rsttsmg direct laser chip coupling to a mtcrosphcre



In a simpler configuration, the microsphcrc cun be brought immediately ncxt to the laser clup. allowing a very compact and

high-coherence optical oscillator as soon as the modified geometry of the laser chip enables efficient direct coupling into the

WG modes. Some possible configurations are presen!_d in Fig.5 (reproduced from [27]). Direct coupling from the laser diode
into the sphere can be obtained by using a grating imposed on the chip (Fig.5a), V-shaped laser geometry with total internal

reflection at the comer (Fig.5b), or simply by angle-cleaving the chip under the angle of synchronism.

5. OPTOELECTRONIC MICROWAVE OSCILLATOR

The Opto-Electronic Oscillator (OEO) [16] is a novel, high-spectral purity, source generating an electrical reference signal at
microwave frequency, which is also available as the modulation of the laser light carrier. The oscillation begins in a closed

loop of positive feedback formed by an electro-optic modulator, a fiber delay, a high-speed photodetector, a microwave filter
and an amplifier. The operating frequency is set at one of the integers of total inverse delay time in the feedback loop: the

phase noise is highly suppressed with the increasing energy storage time of the delay, thus requiring long fibers. The OEO
exhibits very small phase noise -140dBc/Hz at 10kHz from 10GHz carrier, with 2kin-long fiber delays and presents a

competitive alternative to crystal-based synthesizers and dielectric-resonator-based oscillators. It also possesses a unique

property of a direct photonic output, which is important for stable frequency- and time signal distribution and communication
applications. All components of the OEO, except the fiber delay, can be produced by microfabrication technologies and may

be combined on a single chip.

Microsphere cavities, with their photon storage times in a few-microsecond range (equivalent to about one kilometer
propagation length), can serve as a replacement for bulky spools of fiber, opening the path to a truly compact hybrid OEO:

Since the mode spacing in microspheres ("small" free spectral range) falls directly into the microwave band, the microsphere-
based OEO does not require a narrow-band microwave filter and can oscillate at a frequency offset between two modes.

In our preliminary, experiments, we have obtained microwave oscillation in the microsphere-based OEO, in two

configurations: 1)with external DFB pump laser and 2)with the ring laser including the microsphere and the optical amplifier.
The schematic of the two configurations is presented in Fig.6.
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Fig.6. Schematic of microsphere-based optoelectronic oscillators: a)x,fth external pump laser ; b)_ltla ring laser containing
microsphere and optical amplifier. Not shown are prism couplers and fiber collimation optics.

With external pump laser set on the frequency of one of WG modes, the microsphere acts as a high-selectivity sideband filter.
Oscillation is obtained if the gain of the microwave amplifier is higher thun the tot,'tl loss in the rest of the loop including the

electro-optical modulator, input and ouput optical couplers to the sphere, and the photodetector. In the ring-laser

configuration, optical oscillation is set autonatically at the frequency (frequencies) of WG modes, and the scheme works as a
variety of earlier-reported coupled optoelectronic microwave oscillator. COEO [281. We have tested the latter configuration
in two variunts: a)with fiber-pigtailed semiconductor optical amplifier and b)with erbium-doped fiber amplifier, in all these

configurations, we managed to readily obtain oscillation at few integral multiples (n= I-3) of the "'small" free spectral range

of microsphere (--6GHz in our experiment), limited by the response of the photodcctor in use.



Results of preliminary experiment are illustrated in Fig.7. Fig.7a presents the optical spectnun of the microsphere-based ring
laser including tile semiconductor optical amplifier (E-Tek LDOA- 1300). With the microwave loop open and no optical

filter, the spectrum contains several components separated by 0.98nm - "large" free spectral range of the sphere. They

correspond to successive principal mode index valuesJ in the vicinity of 1,250, sphere diameter in the experiment was

_360_.m. With the optical filter in the loop, only one of the "large" FSR spectrum component survives, and stable microwave

oscillation can be obtained in the complete microwave loop of COEO.

Presented in Fig.Tb is a typical spectrum of microwave oscillation in a complete COEO with erbium fiber-optic amplifier

(Nortel FA-17) and tunable fiber-optic filter (DiCon TE-9-1565).
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Fig.7. Optical spectrum of the microsphere based ring laser including semiconductor optical amplifier (a) and microwave oscillation
spectrum of the erbium-amplifier based COEO Co).Fused silica microsphere 360pro in diameter, "small" free spectral range

5.98GHz; unloaded quality-factor Q= 1.2× lOa

CONCLUSION

High-Q microsphere cavity with whispering-gallery modes is a promising new component for fiber optics and photonics
applications. Experiments on diode laser stabilization using optical feedback from microspheres, and optoelectronic
oscillation based on microwave sideband selection by whispering-gallery modes, demonstrate their potential for the

realization of ultra-compact narrow-line oscillators in optical and microwave band. The ongoing development of compact and
efficient coupling techniques, inluding the repotted simple fiber-optic coupler, will facilitate their incorporation with existing

fiber optics and planar integrated optics devices.
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